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EU Rural Review 2 ‘Creativity and Innovation in EU Rural
Development’ [8]
This issue of the EU Rural Review showcases some of the diﬀerent types of innovation and creativity
from EU rural areas.
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EAFRD Projects Brochure 'Information and Communication
technology (ICT)' [16]
This publication highlights how ICT is being used as an essential tool for unlocking the potential of
rural areas, making them more attractive places to live, work and visit.
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EU Rural Review 25 'Resource Eﬃciency'

[23]

This issue of the EU Rural Review explores the resource eﬃciency challenge and examines what the
concept of ‘doing more with less’ means for rural development. It highlights how rural areas can
become more resource‑eﬃcient and is focused exclusively on water and soil management.
The issue overviews resource-eﬃcient rural practices and highlights how the EU's Rural Development
policy can be best used to support an improved management of natural resources. Additionally, it
proﬁles the EU's LIFE programme whose pilot projects provide many inspiring examples of sustainable
practices that can be replicated by the agricultural and other rural business sectors.
It is informed by the broader ENRD thematic work on 'Resource‑Eﬃcient [24]Rural Economy [24]'.
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EU Rural Review 12 'Local Food and Short Supply Chains'

[31]

How Rural Development Programmes (RDPs) are contributing to the promotion of local food
production and short supply chains.
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Rural Connections Magazine, Spring 2016 Edition

[39]

"News and updates" include ENRD and NRN work to ‘Unlock the potential of the RDPs’, the European
Fund for Strategic Investments and the new EU Circular Economy action plan.
The "Rural issues, Rural perspectives" section features stakeholder voices on topics ranging from the
new global agreement on climate change to creative rural regeneration and from rural
entrepreneurship to Roma inclusion.
This edition also features "A focus on… LEADER Cooperation", with reports and interviews on interregional, inter-Fund and third country cooperation examples, as well as eﬀorts to harmonise
application processes across RDPs.
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EU Rural Review 15 'Delivering Environmental Services
Using Rural Development Policy' [46]
Rural Europe plays a central role in the provision of environmental services such as preserving
biodiversity, contributing to climate regulation—by reducing emissions and sequestering carbon,
protecting water quality and availability, preserving soil functionality and air quality, reinforcing
resilience to ﬂooding and/or ﬁre and maintaining landscape values.
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EU Rural Review 4 ‘Rural Development and Climate Change’
[54]

This issue of EU Rural Review explains the contribution that the Rural Development policy brings to
the EU´s climate action agenda.
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EU Rural Review 5 ‘Cultivating Competitiveness of the EU
Farm, Agri-food and Forest Sectors’ [61]
Supporting EU agriculture, forestry and agri-food industries, combining competitiveness and multifunctionality.
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EU Rural Review 20 'Getting Rural Development
Programmes Going' [68]
This issue is dedicated to the theme of ‘improving RDP implementation’ and aims to help RDP
authorities and other rural development stakeholders understand and focus on important RDP
requirements and implementation tools. It addresses issues such as keeping RDPs focused on their
agreed outcomes, simplifying their implementation, boosting ﬁnancial performance, and launching
Operational Groups.
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